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AUTHOR MARLEY WEST, introduces his first book! Although a quick read, THE LONG FAREWELL:
Memories of Special Times gives you a taste of what is to follow from this new author. "Although funny in
parts, the author manages to capture reality of the situation." - Quick Reads "Great, first book and such an
easy read, ideal for a holiday read by the pool." S-G Book Reviews. Morris our main character is just a
normal down to earth man and could not be happier. Having been brought up in a rough and tough working
class area, by loving parents, he never wanted or expect much out of life. Just being happy and having a
loving Wife, two beautiful young children and to top it off a new job, his dream job. Life could not be
sweeter for Morris. However like many things in life, fate was about to strike a powerful blow and
immediately a life of peace and happiness was about to change. It's amazing how one telephone call can
change your life, but discovering that his best friend and life long companion had fallen ill with cancer, the
disease dreaded by everyone, it did. So began The Long Farewell that would last 8 years in total. Morris
adored his farther and watching him battle this terrible illness was heartbreaking, however as Morris watched
father or Dad as he called him take this one way journey, there were moments that triggered in his mind
memories of special times from the past. Some funny, some sad but somehow these memories seemed to
ease his aching heart. Over time he began to realise, his happiness in life was down to the seed, sown long
ago by his wonderful parents in his up bringing. You don't need money when your a child, you need love,
guidance and happy times to look back on. Then the hurt of them passing, turns into memories and it's as if
they never left at all. Based around a true story
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From reader reviews:

Pamela Dudley:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students because they're still students or that for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that problem above. Every person
has diverse personality and hobby per other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that they don't
desire do that. You must know how great and also important the book The Long Farewell. All type of book
could you see on many sources. You can look for the internet methods or other social media.

Rebecca Esquivel:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your day time to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book as
compared to can satisfy your limited time to read it because this all time you only find book that need more
time to be learn. The Long Farewell can be your answer mainly because it can be read by you actually who
have those short free time problems.

Steven Atkins:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book may filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book approach, more simple and reachable. This specific The Long Farewell can give you a lot of close
friends because by you looking at this one book you have thing that they don't and make an individual more
like an interesting person. This kind of book can be one of a step for you to get success. This book offer you
information that probably your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than additional make you to be
great folks. So , why hesitate? Let me have The Long Farewell.

Brandon Giles:

Do you like reading a publication? Confuse to looking for your selected book? Or your book had been rare?
Why so many problem for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some
people likes reading through, not only science book and also novel and The Long Farewell or perhaps others
sources were given knowledge for you. After you know how the fantastic a book, you feel would like to read
more and more. Science book was created for teacher or perhaps students especially. Those textbooks are
helping them to add their knowledge. In various other case, beside science e-book, any other book likes The
Long Farewell to make your spare time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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